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9th Annual Early Children’s Mental Health Conference

Embracing Our Diversity

Engaging Native American Children 

and Families

• Tom Lidot, Tlingit

• Tribal Liaison & Advisor, Center for Tribes 
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Tribal Justice Collaborative
Improving outcomes 

for Tribal children and families.
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Engaging Native American 

Children and Families

Competencies:

1. Identify two regional and historical events 

that resulted in family and cultural trauma in 

Native communities. 

2. Increase awareness and access to Native-

specific resources in Southern California.

3. Learn strategies for culturally responsive, 

trauma informed engagement with Native 

families and communities. 



Tribal Justice Collaborative & Tribal 
STAR Background & History
• Began in 2003 as a training & technical 

assistance program to improve outcomes for 
Native American rural foster youth aging  out 
of the child welfare system.

• Began training ICWA for county child welfare 
2009

• Implemented a Judicial Advisory 2010

• Began training and collaborating with courts 
2010.

• Hosted first annual Judges’ Dinner 2011.

• CA adopted Tribal STAR’s ICWA full day ICWA 
curriculum as part of the common core 2017.
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Tribal Justice Collaborative & Tribal 
STAR Background & History
• 2018: Tribal STAR, Academy for Professional 

Excellence, SDSU School of Social Work 
shifted priorities to focus on training state 
social workers.

• June 2018 The Tribal Justice Collaborative was
formed and housed under POPS and Casey 
Family Programs to continue the judicial 
initiative and expand statewide.
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Engaging Native American 

Children and Families

Engagement Tips

1. Engage with a goal to learn about your 

participants cultural identity. “Where are 

you from? To which tribe are you 

connected? 

2. Asses their cultural awareness and 

knowledge, do they practice cultural 

traditions? “Are you descended from your 

mother or father’s side?”

3. Refrain from asking about casinos.



Historical Context
The Two Apologies: What is the significance?  

In 2000 Kevin Gover(Pawnee), Assistant Secretary for Indian 
Affairs, delivered an apology for the conduct of the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs and their collusion in helping to break up Indian 
families.

Mr. Shay Bilchik, Executive Director of the Child Welfare 
League of America, issued an in 2001 for their role in the 
Indian Adoption Project, stating the project was developed to 
remove Indian children, mostly infants, and place them in 
adoptive homes with non-Indian parents. 
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Historical Context

1. Forced removal & relocation = loss of ancestral homelands, 
connection to culture and historical landmarks.

2. Communicable diseases used as weapons = reliance on western 
medicine.

3. Cultural genocide = shame, guilt, loss of identity.

4. Broken treaties = broken trust.

5. Lack of recognition for tribal sovereignty = biases by agencies, 
services, and general population. 

6. Continuous political, social, and cultural assault against identity 
and culture = perpetuation of stereotypes, risk indicators, and on-
going cultural, historical, and family traumas.
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California Historical Context

1. The first governor of California stated that extinction of Indians 
is inevitable.

2. The gold rush in Northern California and the Mission system in 
Southern California were significant events that continue to affect 
the mental health of tribal descendants today.

3. The original treaties signed in California were never ratified 
resulting in rancherias today.

4. Termination era resulted in many tribes losing recognition and
identity.

5. Organized revolts had consequences until the early 1900’s.
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Social Work
Historical Trauma

Maria Yellowhorse Braveheart, Ph.D.
(Hunkpapa, Oglala Lakota)
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Dolores (Dee) Subia Bigfoot, Ph.D.
(Caddo Nation of Oklahoma)



Historic Trauma 
• Historical Trauma is the collective emotional and

psychological injury both over the life span and across
generations, resulting from a cataclysmic history of
genocide.

• Cultural Trauma is an attack on the fabric of a society, 
affecting the essence of the community and its 
members.

• Intergenerational Trauma occurs when trauma is not 
resolved, subsequently internalized, and passed from 
one generation to the next.
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Historic Trauma (cont’d)
Characteristics of unresolved grief and loss: 

• being quick to anger

• low self-esteem/shame of identity

• history of depression

• shame about loss of culture 

• suicidal ideation

• substance abuse 

• violence 
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Historic Trauma: 
What a service provider may see:

• Distrust of services & perception that services are a 
punishment.

• Emotional remoteness and “going through the 
motions” of the process.

• Apathy and resistance toward following through with 
case plans or contacting other government agencies.
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Tribal Justice Collaborative

Keep the family together
These are Hopi men who were sent to Alcatraz 

in 1885 for refusing to send their children to 

boarding school. 
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Engaging Native American 

Children and Families

Engagement Tips

1. Know your tribal resources and check that 

your participant does as well. Help them 

feel connected & build connection.

2. Build your tribal behavioral health network.

• Indian Health Council, North San Diego,

• Southern Indian Health Council, South SD.

• San Diego American Indian Health Center.

• Tribal TANF

• Southern California American Indian 

Resources.



Engagement and Teaming 
with Tribes

74

• When working and communicating with Tribes, show the same level of 

respect and professionalism as you would to a governor of a neighboring 

state. Tribal representatives are representatives of a sovereign government. 

• As soon as you are aware your case is or may be an ICWA case, contact the 

appropriate Tribal ICWA social worker or advocate. Develop and maintain a 

relationship with the ICWA social worker or advocate before you need them. 

• If it is necessary to visit the reservation, contact the social worker to ask 

permission and for the appropriate protocol for a visit. It is not advised to visit 

the reservation unannounced. 

• Meaningfully consider the Tribe’s input in the same way you would any other 

collaborative partner. You and the Tribe want the best outcome for the child. 

• Attempt to resolve the case informally before bringing the case before the 

court. Collaborative efforts result in better outcomes for the child and family, 

and fewer wasted resources.  
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Why ICWA?

“[S]hould Indian children be treated differently 
than other children? Given the history of Indian 
children in the United States and the trust 
relationship promised to them by the United 
States government, the answer is Yes.”

--Hon. Leonard Edwards
Santa Clara Superior Court (Ret.)
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ICWA Basics

• Who is an Indian child?

• Who determines who is an Indian child?

• How may a Tribe participate in an ICWA         
case? 

• When does ICWA apply? 
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Maria Antonia Paipa & daughter
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ICWA: Purpose
In adopting ICWA, Congress declared that the U.S. policy is to:

• Protect the best interests of Indian children; 

• Promote the stability and security of Indian Tribes and 
families. 

Purpose accomplished through:

• Minimum federal standards for the removal of Indian 
children from their families and their placement in foster or 
adoptive homes that reflect the unique values of Indian 
culture

• Assistance to Indian Tribes for operating child and family 
service programs
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Spirit of ICWA

Maintaining connections to culture and community increases 
protective factors. Spirit of ICWA means treating the case as an 
ICWA case: 

• When the child’s Tribe is not a federally recognized Indian 
Tribe 

• When the child is a descendent of a federally recognized 
Tribe but is not eligible for enrollment 

• When the family is a Native American family but not a 
member of a Tribe

California law gives a court discretion to allow non-federally 
recognized Tribes to participate in proceedings and make 
recommendations. 
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Engaging Native American 

Children and Families

Engagement Tips

1. Support your participant’s connection to 

their culture and tribal identity as a 

remedial/restorative approach.

2. Be ready to share your own background

and know how to answer the question

“where are you from?”



Tribal Justice Collaborative & Tribal 
STAR Background & History
• 2018: Tribal STAR, Academy for Professional 

Excellence, SDSU School of Social Work 
shifted priorities to focus on training state 
social workers.

• June 2018 The Tribal Justice Collaborative was
formed and housed under POPS and Casey 
Family Programs to continue the judicial 
initiative and expand statewide.
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Contributions

What have American Indian/Alaska Natives
contributed to contemporary society?

Photo Credit: PowWows.com 
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Code Talkers

Choctaw Code Talkers‐WWI

Navajo Code Talkers‐WWII
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Law and Policy

The Haudenosaunee Wampum Belt Commemorating
the Great Laws of Peace of the Iroquois Confederacy

The Seneca
(Keepers of the Western Door)

The Cayuga

The Onondaga
(Keepers of the Central Fire)

The Oneida

The Mohawk 
(Keepers of the Eastern Door)
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Judicial

The Honorable Diane Humetewa (Hopi)
U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona 

May 14, 2014- Present 
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The Honorable Sunshine Sykes (Navajo)
Riverside County Superior Court

December 2013-- Present

The Honorable Abby Abinanti (Yurok)
First California Native admitted to California Bar

Superior Court of California- San Francisco 
Unified Family Court (retired) 

Chief Justice, Yurok Tribal Court (2007- Present)
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Additional considerations:
• Awareness of bias

• Awareness of spectrum of identity



Tribal Sovereignty: 
Child Welfare 

• Designate ICWA social worker or advocate as 
primary contact for a child dependency case

• Designate ICWA representatives to receive notice of 
dependency proceedings involving Indian children

• Complete background checks and approve foster 
homes for children in dependency

• Define expert witness criteria 

• Order Tribal Customary Adoption
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Best Practice

Follow the Spirit of ICWA. Ensure access to 

culturally appropriate services and facilitate 

ties between the child, extended family and 

Tribe when the child is not eligible for 

membership in a federally recognized Tribe or 

when the child’s Tribe is an unrecognized Tribe.
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Engaging Native American 

Children and Families

Engagement Tips

1. Support your participant’s cultural 

resilience. What stories did they hear about

from their elders? What stories of survival

did they learn about their tribe?

2. Support holistic approaches inclusive of 

traditional Native practices.

3. Support participants in growing and 

building mutually supportive relations and 

networks.



Thank you 

TomLidot@pacific-mtn.com
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